SHOULD MY PRODUCT BE IN A

STANDUP POUCH?
Baby food, applesauce, snacks, sauces, pet
food and other products have experienced
retail success using a standup pouch packaging
format. What benefits do pouches deliver
over glass, cans or rigid containers?
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74%
74% of U.S. adults indicate a food package that is
easy to open is an important feature, while 82%
indicate that a reclosable package is important.1
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Flexible pouches are easy to open, easy to
pour and reclosable, creating an effortless
experience for consumers.

DRIVE GROWTH AND
PROFITABILITY
Increase usage occasions through
functionality that pouches deliver and rigid
containers cannot. Create visual disruption
on store shelves with packaging that stands
out from the competition.

PORTABILITY
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55%
55% of U.S. adults claim that portability is
an important package attribute.2
Pouches are lightweight and are easy to pack
and transport just about anywhere for any
occasion – at work, for a cookout or travel.
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CONSUME
ON THE GO
DELIVER RELEVANT
INNOVATION TO
EVOLVING CONSUMERS
Pouches deliver benefits to the evolving
lifestyles of consumers - especially
millennials - and their new buying
habits. Millennials are familiar with
and accept pouches.
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41%
41% of U.S. adults would choose a product
over a competing product because it
allows for ease of use on the go.2
Spouted pouches allow for easy consumption
without the use of utensils. Great for products
like applesauce, yogurt, baby food, snacks
and more. They’re even a great option to
take pet food on the go.
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SEE THE
FRESHNESS
MINIMIZE RISK AND
REDUCE COSTS
Updating your current packaging to a
pouch format doesn't require large capital
investments to trial or introduce. Gain
savings in warehousing and transportation
costs over rigid packaging options.
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54%
54% of U.S. adults agree it’s important to
see a product through its packaging.1
BPA-free clear pouch film allows consumers to
see the goodness and quality of the product.

THINK GREEN
Sustainability Benefits

35:1

CO2

Improve Product to
Package Ratio by up to
35:1 vs. rigid containers3

Decrease CO2 Emissions
by up to 93% vs. rigid
containers3

Reduce Carbon
Footprint:
26 truckloads of
unfilled glass jars
vs. 1 truckload of
unfilled flexible
pouches4

Reduce Materials Going
to Landfills: Collapsible
lightweight pouches
significantly reduce the
amount of material going
into landfills when compared
to rigid containers.5

Go from pouch concept to commercialization in months, not years. Ask us how.
Call 800-544-4672 or email standuppouch@bemis.com
Learn more! Download our eBook at bemis.com/profit-pouch-ebook
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